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.MR. CRAIG A. OLNEY: I w_uld like to introduce my fellow panelists, both of

whom are from Connecticut. Tim Lucas is with the FASB and Doug Carey is a

partner with Hewitt Associates. At this particular session, we are going to
concentrate on the discussion me_orandur_, and even more than that, we are

going to concentrate solely on postretirement medical benefits.

At the end of this panel discussion, if we have time after the questions on

health care have been asked, we will open up the panel to o_ner items in the

discussion memorandt_n, such as foreign plans, insured plans, defined contri-

bution plans, etc.

As far as health care goes, it appears as though right now we are about in

the same position as we were prior to APB Opinion No. 8 being issued for

pensions. Most employers nc_ are going along with a pay-as-you-go basis,

and unfortunately, many may not realize what they have gotten themselves

into. I would like to give one example that I have run into on the pension

side. I was involved in a negotiation with a UAW lOcal, and I was providing

the negotiator with costs of various benefit increases. There was one

benefit that he felt would have no cost, and so there was really no reason

to ask the actuary about it. He ended up giving it to the union during the

negotiation as kind of a gocx_will gesture. Unfortunately, that little or no

cost item happened to be a 30-and-Out provision providing unreduced

retirament to employees after 30 years of service. He thought there weuld

be no cost in the current contract period because nobody was even close to

having 30 years of service. We opened his eyes a little bit when we did the

next year's valuation and the costs went screaming tk_ward.

I think the same thing is going on with pestretirement health care. In

fact, I know it is with some of my clients. We will go in for negotiations,

and they will be fully aware of the health care cost per active and any

changes that might occur there. But they have almost given away the

*Mr. Lucks, not a member of the Society, is a project manager at the

Financial Accounting Standards Board in Stamford, Connecticut.
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postretirement health care coverage as a no-cost item because there are no

retirees for four or five years. I think the actuaries have fallen down a

little bit, as well as the accountants, %n recognizing whether or not there

is a liability for this coverage. That is the genesis, I believe, of the

discussion memoPandun we are going to discuss today.

My understanding of this discussion m_orand_, specifically with regard to

postretir_nent health care coverage, is that it is not a "thou shalt" type

pronouncement frcrn the FASB. They are not telling us how we are going to

treat it. In fact, it is more of a cry in the wilder_ess asking us for help

as to how to recognize this health care coverage liability.

First Tim will review the discussion m_nor_w/t_n on retirees' health care_

the ._estions they _re as]_[.:ng,¢_nd for that _.u_tter, whethe_ _ it really is a

liability oz not. '[hen 1:_Dt.z_will follow up _6_th a]_/%actuary' s view ar_ give

t_; s<'_m_i.ep_t m.s to dhe size of the ]iabi].ity that _ are hal.king about.

b@_, TJIMO[V[Y "-;, IJ[_I!CAIi;:][ap[pre.ciqte agai..n the op_prt_z_ity I-o be here and

shar,E_ o'_r ).,dea.__ br_.t,[:L yOL _h h]'YLS entice meeting, I [_arbicu'_E![l':'l}l( a'ppreci_!Lte

the o[_>ortunit); to <]ev,:-,_I.u!_this session ho the other benefit, m._:<].ect, Z
_9_ink other7 _nefits a:ce <_ve_-z hnrort_zlt .par'!:;of the Bo_cd" s icl.[_"cenz

]iZ_nsis_n[_]:'tdpostcetLre:_ent bene[':[t_ project. [![rL.'_.ne'.'_opl.e"_ eye,s, !Lt :i_s

the most :h_pOrtant part of the pcoject, This :].sreally ffhe f:i.rsI::

opportuniLy Z have had to devote _n entire tJ_ne slot to ffhis SUlbject.

Certainly, this is _ area _{]ere the _oard nee:_s you:t"help, at l..,=_!_stas mudh

as in :S%e pensions proje<:'t =hat we ,f[J.scuss_dyesterday. "#{in,itI '_,:_nttO do

toda]_ is give you a quick ovez-_iew of the Qieces of this project that relate

to other postreti_:(_nent benefits o_* o_qer post-_m_nlop_:nentbenefits. We

somethnes use the acronzn OPEB as a short form of that around the FASB. The

overview will ' -'_ elnc=ud_ the steps [hat we have already taken %4nich date back

to 1979 and also a :flewpredictions about: where we _ay be headed in the
fut'dre.

Let me start by saying a littLe bit about what we mean by other post-

_nploymer_t benefits. One of the .questions is, _vhat do we mean by other

pste_ployment benefits? Specifically, in the Prelimina[l_ Views document,

we are addressing, as Craig said, postretirement health care benefits. We

also include _<_stretir_sent life insurance benefits or p_st_etir_nent death

benefits, which is a variation on the sanle thing. [[_rdnt to highlight Chose

steps of the pensions project that have involved the otk_er benefits issue,

which has been part of the project since it began.

In July of 1979, the _mard issued an exposure draft on disclosure in

employers' financial stat_nents, _]d that exposure dr_ft ultimately became

Statemez_t No. 3@ requiring disclosure of several things in the footnotes of

the _nployer's financial statements. The exposure draft that was issued in

1979 as _]rt of that project included a small section that suggest_ certain

disclosures on other poste_nployme_nt benefits. It was limited to the

existence of the benefits, the accounting method that was in use and the

amomlt that was expensed under that accounting method. As Craig mentioned,

all off the evidence wa have indicates that almost everybody, there are a few

exceptions, accounts for these benefits on a pay-as-you-go basis. Those of

you who are f_tiliar witch Statement No. 36 kn_w that there is no such pro-

vision in the final statement. The responses to the expostrce draft were

uniformly negative on the proposed disclosure of other benefits, and those

responses suggested that the Board should consider this subject as part of
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the ongoing pension project because of similarities between types of

benefits and because relatively little was known about other postemploy-

ra_nt benefits. Relatively little is still known about other postemploy-

merit benefits, although perhaps w_ are making a little bit of progress.

_he next step that involved other postemployment benefits was the 1981

discussion m_norandum on employers' accounting for pensions and other

postes_ployment benefits. It was issued in February of 1981. and issue No.

8, the last issue in that discussion memorandum, basically asked, "Should

accrue the cost of other postemployment benefits before the individuals

retire?" The responses to that discussion memorandum at the public hearings

held in July of 1981, and in the written responses that preceded them,

generally agreed, at least in concept, that accrual of those benefits was

appropriate. _nere were questions raised by respondents about the

measurement or measurability of those benefits_ and a number of people

raised the question of whether these items were material. In fact_ same

asserted that they were very unlikely to be material in any case. I think

the question of whether these benefits are material is fading a bit as we go

aZong. We are hearing that less today, and I _n% sure that we will hear a

little more information on that as we go forward today. __he November, _ 1982

issuance of the Preliminary Views docunent included a segment on other post-

e_ployment benefits, and I will go over that in just a minute. The April..

1983 discussion memorandum included, in addition to a nt_nber of issues on

pensions, four additional issues on other postemployment benefits, and I

will address those in some detail in a minute also. Looking ahead, we are

projecting or estimating an exposure draft on the pensions project in 1984

and a flnal statement, perhaps, by the end of 1985.

A n_m%ber of the responses to date to the documents that are out for _t

and in some of our contacts with people at meetings like this have raised

the suggestion that at this point other postemployment benefits should

probably be split off as a separate project. There is some concern, and I

share it to some extent, that the important subject of other postemployment

benefits accounting has been overshadowed in the controversy that has

surrounded the Board's pension proposals. I thi_k there is some justifi-

cation for that. I am a little bit confused by the difference between the

response to the original 1979 disclosure proposal and the response that _e

are now getting that says we should spilt it out. I am beginning to suspect

that the Board may very well consider seriously that suggestion and may_ in

fact, create a separate project after the public hearings in January to

consider other postesloioyment benefits as a subject separate from the

pensions project. I think some of the people who have made that suggestion

have either assu_ned or some of them have stated that they think the other

postemployment benefits project should then be put on hold until pensions is

finished. Then we can begin studying other benefits. I doubt that the

Board is likely to do it that way. I suspect that if we make two projects out

of them, we would see them proceed in parallel. Indeed; it seems possible

to me that the other postemployment benefits project might result in a final

statement before pensions rather then after.

The issue that was included in the 1981 discussion m_norandum was quite

straightforward in an accounting sense. It simply asked whether some kind

of an accrual basis accounting was appropriate for these benefits. I want

to raise the question briefly of why cash basis accounting, or something

close to cash basis accounting_ might be appropriate for health care

benefits that are offered to active employees and might not be equally

appropriate in the case of postretirement benefits.
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I think one factor that bears on that is the difference in tiuqing that is
involved. Re time between the service that is rendered and the subsequent
payment of the benefit is likely to be fairly short in the case of an active
e_ployee, and of course, it is likely to be quite a bit longer in the case
of a retiree. Another way to say the same thing, if we consider the
accounting objective of matching costs that are incurred against the
revenues that are produced, I think you can make a case that a cash basis
accounting for active employees' benefits does a reasonable job of matching
the costs and the revenues that are produced by an employee's service. Re
situation is quite different when you turn to retirees because the
pay-as-you-go accounting which results in charging expense only in the
period after retirement does not do a very good job of getting those
expenses in the s_me psriod as the revenues that are generated.

Overall, the reasons for accruing other postemploymenh benefits are
essentially the same as the reasons for making sc_e kind of an accrual on
pensions. If accounting is going to ignore significant costs, such as the
cost of pensions or the cost of other benefits just because their payment Ks
deferred, the resulting statements are likely to give false signals or
likely to result in bad decisions. I think Craig highlighted a couple of
those possibilities in his opening remarks. Those decisions t_hatmay be
impacted include not only decisions made by investors who _ay be interested
in buying or selling the cc_Veny's stock, or creditors who may be n_akingor
not making loans to individual ccr_oanies,but also decisions that are made
on things like pricing the output of the services that are performed _n_
decisions that are made in the area of what benefits to grant.

The Preliminary Views, which are the steps we have already taken, represent a
tentative position of the Board on accounting for these beneEits. Basically,
the Board concluded that so_e form of accrual of the cost of postretirement
benefits, particularly health care and life insurance, over the _,ployees'
working lives was appropriate. In other words, stating the same thing in a
negative fashion, the pay-as-you-go or cash basis type of accounting or the
terminal funding type of accounting, both of which are not allowed in
accounting for pensions, are believed to be equally inappropriate in
accosting for other posta_ployment benefits. That tentative conclusion of
the Board involves a preliminary decision on the question of materiality.
The evidence that we have so far, while it is not nearly as conclusive as we
would like to have it and while we are seeking additional inforn_tion,
indicates that these benefits are material in at least s_ne cases, and we
have a grc_ing body of evidence that they are extremely n_terisl in some
cases.

I want to make a comparison now with an element of the pensions part of this
project. As part of yesterday's discussion of the pension subject, I
presented an overview of some of the foundations that underlie the Board's
conclusions in the area of pensions. Those included: (I} the notion t_hat
the benefits are a form of compensation rather than something else, (2) the
notion that cost of the benefits should be recognized in some fashion during
the employee's working life, (3) the notion that the employer has an
obligation for benefits that have already been earned, (4) in the case of
pensions, the notion that the plan benefit formula provides evidence of
benefits earned and is a basis for the accounting, and finally (5) the
notion that the funding may very well be based on factors and methods
different from the accounting.
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Other than that_ however_ I think the Board's conclusion at this point i_

that the other foundations mentioned above apply to other benefits about the

s_me way that they apply to pensions. T_at is, other benefits are a form of

compensation, the cost should be recognized in some way over the employees'

working lives, there is some form of an obligation to the extent that

benefits have been earned and not yet provided for, and the funding question

is a different one frcm the question of whether we should account for it.

As in pensions, the Board is not going to take any kind of a position on

whether these benefits ought to be funded, but we should recognize that some

people may use the information that is provided in the financial stat_nents

in order to make funding decisions.

That is where the process so far has brought us to at this point, looking

ahead now. we have issued the 1983 discussion memorand_ which includes

several issues related to other postemployment benefits. First, and

probably most important, the issue of measur_nent. How should the cost and

the liability related to retirees' health care and life insurance benefits

be measured? One aspect of that question relates to the feasibility of

making any kind of a measurement or any kind of an estimate of these costs.

I think that tentatively, at least, we are convinced we can make some kind

of an estimate that will provide more meaningful information than the

current estimate of zero. The other part of this question, and the one that

is perhaps going to take us a little more time to get into. is the question

of how far the Board ought to go in specifying some kind of measurement

techniques to be used in measuring other post_ployment benefits? I think

it is important to step back at this point and say a little bit about the

accounting process and how accounting progresses as new areas of it are

explored.

One of the things I think I have learned over the last 4-5 years working

with the FASB is that accounting evolves, rather than stepping forward to

perfection in an individual area all in one step. Our goal in this and

other areas is to _prove the usefulness of the information. We reoognize.

and it is frequently brought back to us rather forcefully, that perfection

is likely to always be out of reach, and where we can effect an i_orove-

n_nt, that is usually the best we can do. I believe, and this is a personal

opinion, that a financial accounting standard that requires accrual on a

reasonable basis over the working lives of the participants of the cost of

other post_ployment benefits would be such an improvement in the evolu-

tionary process of accounting for this kind of benefit. I believe that

there is some possibility that that is about as far as the Board will go.

You can think of that as being a statement, not unlike APB Opinion No. 8 in

the pensions area. It would not involve the Board getting into the question

of measurement. It would leave the question of how to do the accrual and

what methods to apply to the individual accounting organization, to the
accOuntants and CPA's, and to the actuaries. I stress that that is an

individual view rather than something the Board has already decided on

because this first issue is basically asking if the Board should specify

more than just that there should be some kind of a reasonable accrual.

(_viously, this issue is one on which we would very much like to have input

from your profession.

The second issue that is included in the 1983 discussion memorand_ is also

very important, and it deals with the question of transition. Some people

from industry have suggested to me that the transition in this area is much

more important than the transition in the area of pensions. As in the
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pensions area, transition is essentially a pragmatic question. There are

relatively few accounting concepts that guide us on how to move fron one

accounting standard to a different, and hopefully [mprov_], apprach. One of

the questions that w_ will need to deal with in the area of transition is

the separation between the situation of active employees and retirees. It

is not at all unlikely, in my opinion, that the Hoard would consider a

solution that would accrue the Cost of other post_nployment benefits for

current active _mployees over their re_aining service lives, if you want to

think of it that way, and that the L_m_rd, for transition p lrposes, would not

mandate any catch-up adjustment relative to service that has already been

rendered. That is made easier by die fact that you do not have a service

connection or relationship to service written into the fo_nula of the plan

so tl]at you do not have quite the same argt_nent for recognition of a

liability that exists in the pensions area. A reiate'_ difference between

pensions and other postemployment benefits is the fact that the_e is no

vesting in most cases before ret_r,_=nent for Chese benefits.

On the retiree side, I do not %_nI::to outlaw i[[)'._I <_][:al_," l:i1%e_;;_Lt:c,_,dany

solutions to suggest that the Bo,nt:'dwit[ not ,c_on_b_er just .!!C:_outany

solution in tile transition area_ but I think the arguments are _nore

difficult, when it comes to retirees,, ! think the arq<t,_ent t:_Lt says 'e_e

ought to go ahead a_:_ _Jce_._.:leiT::_ome _,,,m%__ the \iabil_-i!u_es :['-:.,_:benefits that

have been. promise<] to pE,_gp]..ewho hav_ :_I_-eady retir,_] [.s,_>re difficult to

refute than the argu_nent wi_dh r<_ar_'] to =_ctives. That oRg__isup a _._ole

s_,ctmrn of different transition possibilities.

Some additional issues are inc]_uded in the discussion m.._norandu_. We are

asking whether there are other t_gDes of Dostemplo_ent_ benefits other than

health insurance and life ins<mance or death benefits that ought to be

considered. I know of none at this point. None of the responses that x_9

have received to date have included any that I think 9re likely to be

included as part of this project. There are so_e kind of interesting other

benefits out there that rais_ _aestions of measurement, m_]surability, and

so forth, that _nay be even _ore difficult than the health care. One that

has been intriguing is the practice of s_ae airlines to alice! retirees to

fly free as long as they Live. You can imagine trying to value that one.

My own guess is that we probably will not include anything in a final state-

meat beyond health care and life [nsurance benefits, but I think this is a

worthwhile time, or the appropriate time, to ask a!>out the incidence of

other benefits.

Finally, we had asked in the discussion me_orandt_n for so_e ideas on what

kind of infor_w_tion ought to be disclosed in the footnotes on other post-

employment benefits. The disclosure question really cannot be answered very

effectively until we have answered Cne quest%on of what infornuation we_ want

to put in the basic state_ents, but this is also the appropriate t[me to be

asking that question. In addition, a question that is incb_]ed in the
discussion r_e_orandum seeks additional quantitative information about the

incidence of and materiallty of these benefits in particular cases. We

have, or we think we have, a rather serious need for quantitative

information to give us a better idea of what is involve<] in other poste_-

pioyment benefits. To date, the request has not generated a whole lot of

response. We are hopeful that that will pick up as time goes on. We would
like to undertake so_e fomn of reseat@%, or additional exploration, of the

quantitative aspects of these benefits. Several people at this meeting have

asked _e _nether other benefits were included in the field tests or whether
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we were planning a field test in this area. Ultimately; down the road a

piece_ I think we may be able to do that; and I suspect Unat if we can do

it; we will seriously consider it. At this point, we decided that a field

test along the lines of the one that we have done in pensions is simply not

practical because we do not have a sufficiently detailed proposal for the

accounting to make the test meaningful. I understand that the Financial

Executives Institute_ through their Financial Executives Research

Fo_%dation$ has begun the planning process for a project which is intended

to give us some quantitative information about these benefits. We look

forward to receiving that information and following it up. Any information

that you have as the result of people looking into the incidence of this

that can be shared with the Board weuld be very much appreciated and weuld

be very helpful.

At this point, I am going to defer to Dong, and I will look forward to the

question and answer session which is, as always, my favorite part of these
sessions.

MR. DOUGLAS J. CJ_REY: As I was thinking about what I was going to say to

you today, I thought of a number of possibilities. One was that I could

stand up here for 20 minutes and give you my views of what the FASB ought or

ought not to do in this area. I concluded, thongh, that that would be of

only limited usefulness. But rather, since not as much is known about

postretirement life and health benefits as is knc_¢n about pensions$ I

thought I would spend the majority of the time talking about what is out

there and what kind of financial obligations _nployers have incurred. I

will save some time at the end for editorializing; however.

In terms of what is out there, of 659 major organizations whose benefit

specifications we have s_anarized in Hewitt Associates SpecBook TM_ all but

47 continued some benefits in the medical area after retirement. Of these

659 companies; 186 have continued dental plans as well as medical plans.

Although the majority of them require some contributions from retirees, in

many cases those contributions pay only a small fraction of the benefit
costs.

What kind of levels are provided? They range fr_n very small to very rich

levels. We have tried to classify the plans by benefit level. A modest

plan, representing about the 25th percentile in value, might be a

continuation of the active medical plan for employees retiring before age 65

with limited Madicare suppl_ent after that time. This very modest plan

probably weuld not provide any dental coverage and would require heavy

retiree contributions, especially for spouse coverage.

An average plan would continue a good medical plan to age 65, with the same

plan continued after that with a Medicare carve-out. This average plan

would still probably not provide any dental c_xverage and _guld require some
retiree contributions.

On a very generous level, perhaps representing the 90th percentile in terms

of value, would be, again; a continuation of a good medical plan to age 65

with a Medicare carve-out after that. This very generous benefit level

would also include the provision of dental expenses and probably would not

require any retiree contributions; even for spouse coverage.
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Benefits in the death area are almost just _s prevalent. Of these 659

compsnies. 550 of them continue some death benefits outside of the pension

plan after retirement. The range of what is provided," again, varies quite a

bit. On a very modest level it might be an ultimate death benefit of just

$i. 000 or $2,000 ranging to a rich level of perhaps a continuation of one

times'pay after retirement. .Many companies reduce the level that is

provided very rapidly after retirement in an effort to control the ultimate

costs that are paid out. Of course; these benefits after retiren__nt are

much more valuable; as you all know. than before retirement because there is

no question as to whether the benefit will be paid. The only question is

when. This is also one area that many employers have taken steps to reduce

benefits in recent years recognizing the relatively little perceived value

that employees have for postretirement death benefits.

What kind of financial impact do these benefits have? _s Tim mentioned;

very few, if any companies today pre-expense for postrettrement medical and

postretirem_nt life insurance benefits, the utilities perhaps being the

major exception. Even fewer companies pre-fund these benefits. So today

everything is on a p_y-as-you-go basis. The annual cost per retiree may

range anywhere from $500 to $I, 500 or more_ depending upon the level of

benefit that is provided, as w_ll as the retiree derographics.

What kind of cost increases could be anticipated if pre-accruing of benefits

is required? Let's look at four key factors that would have a lot to do with

the ultimate size of the cost increase. First, perhaps of primary

importance, is the size of the retiree group. Obviously, the lower ratio of

retirees to actives, then the larger the cost increase that can be

anticipated. As an extreme examples if there are no retirees today, there

is no cost for these benefits. But under a pre_expensing method, there

would be a cost that would result. A more mature company, with the ntr_ber

of retirees equal to the number of actives, is already incurring a

relatively large cost today; and thus_ the cost increase by pre-expensing

would not be nearly as large.

Secondly. and perhaps of equal _portance, is the size of the benefit that

is provided. I described three levels of coverages ranging from modest to

generous. The generous coverage would require an expense that is about

three times the level of the modest coverage; applied to an average group.

The next factor is an economic one and is also quite inlcortant. It is the

health care inflation rate. If; for example, you assume that future medical

costs are going to go up by 12% per year rather than 9% per year

indefinitely, then that extra 3% would more than double costs. The final

variable is the specific accounting method +_hat is chosen which will have a

lot do with the level of costs that result. If you apply the method that is

suggested for pensions under the Preliminary Vie%_; that would result in a

cost that is 50% or more above the cost that might result under an Opinion q

method. The difference arises primarily from a much shorter amortization

period that would be required under a Preliminary Views approach.

The end result is that many companies will see significant increases in

cost; it could easily be ten times more than what they are currently paying

_nich; in some situations; may be 3% of payroll or more. I think, as Tim

said; the issue of materiality has gone away.

Those of you who have analyzed these benefits have had to make certain

actuarial ass_nptions and other estimates to get a handle on the measurement
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of these liabilities. In many ways, these assumptions are very similar to

those that you have made in pension plan valuations" but they have a

different impact in the measurement of postretirement medical benefits in

particular; but also of life insurance benefits. Of perhaps key importance

is when people retire. In a pension plan valuation it may suffice just to

assu_e that the retirement age is 65 and not be terribly concerned about the

financial impact to the extent that people retire other than at that age.

In an analysis of a medical plan; the retirement age is of utmost importance

because of the relatively larger liability that is incurred for people who
retire before Medicare is available than is incurred after Medicare is

available. Along a similar line is the termination ass_nption that you use.

Again, unlike a pension plan where benefits are often vested after I0 years

of service; in a plan of postretirement life or medical benefits; benefits

are typically not vested and are only payable once a person reaches

eligibility for early retirement age. qhus; those that are assumed to

withdraw before becoming eligible would incur no cost; which makes this

particular ass_nption also very important.

The two econcmic asstmiotions, the inflation rate that I mentioned and also

the interest rate; are quite important in the determination of the

liability. Unlike the pension plan, these plans typically have not been

funded in the past. .Many e_ployers might choose to do so perhaps if they

had a pre-expense; but some w_uld not in the absence of any legislation to

the contrary. So an interest rate assumption not so much represents the

return on any invested plan assets as it does a disc_a_t for future

liabilities; which perhaps is more akin to a corporate internal rate of

return assuaption. Also_ the inflation assumption; if any is to be made; is

quite inicortant. As most of you know, health care costs have been

increasing at 12% to 15% over the past few years; and thus, it would seem to

be unrealistic in any projection of future liabilities not to include

inflation at a similarly high rate. On the other hand, for any long pe_riod

of time; if health care costs go up_ faster than the underlying interest

rates; then ultimately through the miracles of compound interest, the health

care sector becomes larger than the total GNP, which also seen%s to be an
unreasonable conclusion.

As Tim identified; in trying to allocate this cost over different periods of

service; w_ cane up with a basic problem. There is not a nice accrual as

there is in pensions. .go any kind of service attribution is somewhat

artificial. In particular; using a benefit almlm__oach,as the FASB calls it'

or what we would consider to be a unit credit method; produces a _at

artificial allocation to service. Perhaps even more important than that; if

inflation and medical costs assumed are higher than the underlying interest

rate, the unit credit method may produce a declining series of costs over

time. That is; the age 25 year old person will have a cost in his first

year of employment that is higher than a subsequent year's cost.

In analyzing these liabilities and thinking about potential future

obligations that are out there; a small ntrnber of employers have taken some

steps to try to limit the open-ended promise. One ex_nple was a major

Fortune 500 company that has basically provided medical benefits at the

average level that I described earlier. But rather than providing it in

terms of an open-ended ccmmlitment; they provided a specific dollar schedule

that is intended to pick up where Medicare leaves off. That has given this

employer two advantages that I think are important.
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One_ those medical costs do not go _ auto_atically with inflation, only by

managersent decision. But perhaps more importantly_ if Cbngress goes one

step further and legislates that Medicare should be_ the secondary payor of

benefits for retirees over 65 as well as actives over 65. this oarticular

enTployer is in a much better position to limit his liability under that

approach than would be many others. Another kind of tactic that sone have

used is to express what employees will pay, not as a specific dollar amount,

but as a percentage of the costs that will ha incurred, such as _0% or 50%

of fut_xre medical costs. That builds the expectation _mong _nployees that

their contributions will go up frem year to year and also ILmits the promise

that the _nployer had made to pick up these cost increases in the future.

I said I was going to spend a little bit of thne at the enc] givir_ 4 my

opinion as to what the _SB ought to do in this area. I think there is a

substantial opr_ortunity_ _s Tim just identifier], to influence their

dJ_rectLon in wh_t they o'_j_t t,) do _nd o_ght not t_ do. [_t lue g_ve you

so,<'le of "_y views _hic!_ I emphasize _re real!y ray <._,a_ views.

_re Chese benefits deferred conlpensation? In a final analysis; ]!_u].d have

to <;onclude they are deferred c_npensation. In a negotiab_1 plan they are

fZc(:_v,ided i:z l[e_/ of vrages. Certainly the benefits are not gcat.ui.tou_.<.

(k_panies do not give them to just anyb<x]y, they only give +fn_n to foln'ner

e_lployees. Can the benefits be stopped? _J_ne have arqued that ]oecallse the

_nployer has the ability to stop these benefits at wi!]._ then that by itsel[

is an argun__nt not to ore-expense those benefits. For retirees '_%ere a

specific pronise has been made$ often in terms of a written plan

descrivtion, I think it _uld be difficult, at best, to stop the benefits.

I would guess that if an employer tried to do that,t he would not do it

without at least incurring some sort of lawsuit claiming the taking away of

a contractual comnitment that has been made prior to retiren]ent. For active

employees, perhaps the situation is a bit better. That is qoing to depend

to _e extent on what the _mmloyer has specifically pronised. 9ut again_ I

think that the _nployer would not do so without suffering at least some

adverse consequences.

The accounting profession contends, though, that benefits and anything eise

should be accounted for baser] upon the going concern concept. Certainly. if

the employer has the intention to continue these benefits after retir_nent_

then I think there is a good argument that you have to accrue those benefits

as well. Where I would disagree with the _ is _rhap_ on their second

fundamental - that is, for each employee the cost needs to be_ accrued

during his own working lifetime. These benefits, as we!i as pension

benefits, are much _ore of a group compensation exchange rather than an

individuai one. If an employer were making a decision ir_ividuai by

individual, there is no way he would decide to grant an age 50 year old who

is going to retire in five years medical benefits forever when that might

cost 50% of that individual's Day. On the other hand, the cost for a 25

year old, who has perhaps 30 or more years to retirement_ %_)uld only be a

small fraction as a percent of pay. It is only by weighting those to costs

that the employer would decide that it is a reasonable benefit to grant.

Therefore_ I think that +-he expense does not need to be accrued over each

employee's working lifetime but rather over a reasonable period that might

represent the working lifetime of the emlployees as a group. This perhaps
provides an argt_nent for not accruing the entire cost of retirees' benefits

thus far granted as part of the transitional requir_nents.
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In ter_s of the specific accounting for these benefits; although I would

agree that some accrual needs to be made, and e_ployers, in fact; are

fooling th_nlselves [f they think the answer is zero_ I also would agree that

no single approach is appropriate in all situations. What is going to work

for a large industrialized conpany with a large number of retirees is not

going to work as well for a company that has just a very few retirees_

perhaps a computer company. One single method_ I do not believe, will

provide a reasonable allOcation of costs among generations of stockholders

in each situation. But rather, the method needs to be more tailored to the

specifics of the situation with an objective of accruing costs perhaps

uniformly as a parcent of pay. as an example.

Beyond that, I must admit I am somewhat concerned about the inflation issue

and the necessity to anticipate future inflation in medical plan costs.

5_qould management today be paying for future inflation? Should balance

sheets today reflect future inflation _nen on the income side they

certainly do not reflect future inflation in prices .and other expenses, and

they do not reflect future inflation in salaries and other kinds of

benefits. I am somewhat conceuned that in this very current value accounting

for these benefits, if, in fact, a future inflation rate is used. might

produce an inconsistency and a distortion when other incc_e and expense
items are handled on a more historical cost basis.

There is, however, one inescapable conclusion from the FASB's proposal in

this area. That is, it has n%ade many people more aware of what they have

granted. .Many companies have no idea what kind of liabilities are out there

and are just beginning to study thegn. Many a senior financial officer has

been surprised at the magnitude of liabilities that have been promise. In

some cases it is significantly greater than the pension liabilities. _hey

are just now beginning to step up to the table and decide what kind of

action, if any, they can take to curtail or eliminate the future liability

c_initment. In many cases, that is difficult because these benefits have

been granted in the past very freely without a recognition as to the

liability and the costs that they have been incurring.

MR. CLNEY: I would have to concur with Doug on the materiality of this

itea. We have performed a couple of studies on the magnitude of the

liability of heatlh care coverage for just retirees. We blew the socks off

the financial officers that were looking at this study. The difficulty in a

study such as this is determining the inflation utilization of medical care

and the discount rate that you use. Also of primary importance is the

retirement age. _ company with 30-_nd-out pensions had retirees, age 49-50.

who had 15 years before becc_ing eligible for Medicare coverage. They had

dependent spouses who were in the lower 40's and would not b_zo_e eligible

for M_]icare coverage for 9_5 years and_ in so/he instances, had children that

were covered under the postretire_ent medical care coverage.

Now I would like to open up the session to questions for any of the

panelists. I would like to stick to the postretire_ent health care coverage

first. Then_ should there be no further questions and we have some time

available, we will take questions on anything eise in the discussion

memorandums. Are there any questions?

MR. MURRAY BECKF/_: I would like to ask Tim IJ]cas what accounting justifi-

cation can there be for focusing on benefits which are part of comDensation

and saying that we should accrue future inflation in that area and charge it
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to current operations white tlae_ain conpensation expense_ salary, does not
do that. And if it is correct for one, why shouldn't we.actuaries be doing
_qe present value of future salaries and charging so_e of that to current
operations and past operations?

MR, LUCKS: The accounting question is really one of trying, to measure or
quanti_y the amount of a promise that has already been made, That dividing
line between prcmises that w_ have already made and promises that we.expect
to make in the future is one that presents difficulty in a ntmlber of &reas_
but it is paramount in pensions and other benefits right now. What we have,
particularly in the area of other benefits, is essentially an indexed
promise. We have made a promise to provide certain benefits, and the amount
that we will ultimately pay for the promise that we already have made is
uncertain because it is, in effect, indexed. It is a function of a future
orice. Those situations in which conpanies are witting to undertake indexed
prc_nisesare relatively rare and that is why'.for example; the salary
question is different from the question of other benefits. If we look at
next year's salary, we realty have not yet pronissd to pay an employee next
year's salary. In an accounting sense; that obligation will be incurred as
next year's work takes place. So the accounting question we cc_e down to;
which is similar in pensions and other benefits, is trying to define _3%e
prcrnise that has been _ade in return for past service or this year' s
service. To the extent that the promise is indexed or is a function of
future pronises$ then at least a good case can be made for ceporttng it on
that basis. I think if we had other situations where services or goods were
received today, and the contracts to pay for those were such that they were
a function of a future price, accounbants would very likely consider
accounting fo_ the expected inflation in that price.

The other thing that we need to think about a tittle bit is the relationship
between the future inflation question and the fact that this is essentially
a discounted obligation that we are proposing to record. The question of
whether the obligation for postretirement health care, for example; should
be recorded on a discounted basis; as opposed to simply recording the raw
dollar amounts that we expect to pay this person in the future, is one that
we discussed and decided we_ really did not n_ed to stress in the discussion
m_morandtml. No one, to my knowledge; has come forward suggesting that
discounting is inappropriate for this particular obligation. _iously. if
you did not discount the amounts that were to be paid over an individual's
life, you would get a rather more material and significant nt_nber in all
cases, or almost all cases. Although_ as was mentioned earlier; where you
have an inflation factor that is greater than a discount rate, the rx)werof
ccmapound interest tends to work against you rather than for you. So I think
if we were going to try and take the inflation out; we would have to take a
long hard look at whether we were going to discount the obligation and at
what rate.

MR. CARE"f: Tim; doesn't it produce an inconsistency, though, to recognize
future inflation as an expense ite_ and not recognize it in future prices of
assets or inventory, for example?

MR. I/JCAS: Not in my mind. If we have acquir_ an asset; a piece of

machinery or something; _nd we have agreed to pay for it ten years hence and
to pay ten y_.arshence the price that is current at that time, then I think
we would have to consider accounting for the price we have agreed to pay.
But we do not acquire machinery that way. That is the fundamental
difference.
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MR. C_REY: I guess I am focusing on the asset side. If you have certain

goods in inventory that perhaps provide several years of sales, as an

extreme situation, and these goods are expected to be sold at prices that

are higher than they are today, in valuing these goods you certainly do not

discount the expected price that you are going to get. You value them more

on an historical cost basis. Isn't t-his applying a different standard to

the liability side of the balance sheet than is being applied to the asset
side of the balance sheet?

MR. LUCKS: I do not think so. When you look at the assets like inventory,

we are really not talking about discounting what we expect to get for

selling this. Accounting practice has been to report essentially what we

paid for them, and now you get into the confusion of whether you want to use

FIFO or LIFO, different schemes for figuring out how much you paid for the

individual units you have left in inventory. However, the focus has been on

recognizing what we paid for them raEeer than trying to discount what we

expect to sell them for, but that is really a very different question fr_n

how do we recognize obligations, especially those that are indexed.

MR. ROBERT BEIN: Just a follow-up point on the inflation. Tim, do you think

it is inconsistent to recognize the future inflation rates in coming up with

the present value of future life insurance benefits, for example, because we

are projecting a salary and, therefore, projecting a life insurance benefit

after retirem_qt, and then not relate that present value of a future death

benefit to present value of future compensation to come up with a current
cost?

MR. LUC3%S: So far, the _oard has had no discussion of what kinds of

allocation approaches are to be used to spread the expected costs of the

benefit over the wDrking life, which I think is what your question relates

to. If we go forward on the basis of saying we need to accrue this on a

reasonable, rational basis and the Board is not going to say anything, at

least at this point, on how to do that measurement, then that _uld

certainly -not be precluded. It does not seem totally inappropriate to _.

MR. BEIN: Hasn't the Board taken that position with respect to pensions?

MR. II__3tg: The position with respect to pensions was that the allocation

should be based on years of service. T_ere _s same sentiment for a salary

base allocation as opposed to years of service. I think the factor that

caused the Board to reject that was the fact that that particular allocation

method is not one of the ones t_hat is allowable for regulatory purposes.

While we continue to believe that funding and accounting should be

different, where w_ had a close choice between two accounting approaches,

either of which could be supported, we were reluctant to choose the only one

that is not allowed for the other purposes.

MR. BEIN: Sounds like there is a need for some consistency there.

MR. _. Well, I feel fairly sure that if the Board were to discuss or

address the measurement question on other benefits, the actuarial cost

method, if you will, that should be used, if we limited that, we wDuld be

unlikely to limit it excluding the Method that was allowed for pensions, one
form of limited consistency.
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Let me ask Doug Carey a question_ if I may. Doug_ you said at one point

that you would not favor a single approach, and I have said that I am not

at all sure the Board would either. But in justifying that; you said that

what works for a large industrial company may work for a young com_ter

company or a ccrnputer cc_peny with a young population. My question

is; how do you define what works? What is the characteristic of

"works" that underlies that stat_nent other than the need to produce a

number that can be afforded in the sense of funding?

MR. CAREY: I think that for this kind of a benefit that does not accrue by

service as does a pension benefit; the goal should be to accrue cost. If

you are prcmlising the san%e benefits year after year; then it would see[n as

though it ought to be a somewhat level 13ercent of payroll cost. There are

not; perhaps, the same kind of immediate gains or losses to recognize since

you may not be funding this plan at all. There _y be little measur_nent

problems_ but I would hope that those could be smoothed out to tile greatest

extent possible with the result that if this benefit really c>_3st.s3% of

payrol]._ then Ln my mind, it makes sense to spen:_ i_% of payrc;>l.]_

MR. ll]CgkS: Why %r)uidn't the same methc_, though,, _._rl<for those h%_

companies?

MR. CAREY: Well, I am not sure that any single met]_od will pr<_]uce t-he

desired result in all instances. As an example_ and I will get back to

pensions because that is an area that I am _aore familiar with_ if you start

up with a new pension plan, and you decide that yo_Ir objective is to keep

cost level as a percent of pay under the particular accounting approach;

then entry age normally may be a perfectly reasonable method because the entry

age cost will stay level as a percent of pay with little; if any; past

service costs. 0.% the other hand; if you put in a pension plan with a large

amount of past service benefits that you have granted, then your cost under

that plan is not only the normal cost, but a dollar amortization of the past

service cost that can perhaps decline as a percent of payroll. So, for that

second case, where costs decline as a percent of payroll; perhaps another

method %r)uld make more sense with the objective of keeping costs level as a

percent of payroll. I am not sure exactly how this exa__Dle would translate

to the postretirement side, but I think the analogy is appropriate.

MR. FRANK FINKENBERG: With respect to Medicare carve-out plans; there is an

assumption; frequently implicit; which is perhaps equally as important as

the inflation assumption, and that is the percentage of total medical costs

that will be born by Medicare or another public plan. Historically. I think

the percentage of costs born by Medicare has been decreasing. What I do in

most situations is to project the present ratio of costs born by Medicare

into the future. That may not be a good assumption; but it is easy. It

would be possible to project a continued decline_ or it would also be

possible to say that before we reached a situation that was referral to of

the medical care costs exceeding the GNP. you might have a totally

nationalized health care system so that we might project a very limited role

for the private sector for future retirees. I would like to ask tilepanel

and other attendees how t_hey are addressing this frequently i_pllcit

ass_nption.

MR. CAREY: I do not pretend that anything I have said was so precise as to

specifically define that, although I think I would agree with you that in
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_ne studies we have done we have assu_ed that Medicare as going to contLnue

to replace a constant percent. I think you have raased a valid point

though. That certainly is a question that Ogngress could easily change, and

costs could go up much greater than they have.

MR. LUCAS: I do not thank I really want to address that one at all except

to say that I think that is one of the reasons the Board ought to stay away

from the measur_ent questions in this area to the extent that it can.

MR. OilqEY: In the studies we have performed; rather than getting a specific

set of assu_nptions as in a pension plan, we have gone best case, %Drst case;

most probable case, and tried to put bounds on the liabilities rather than

co_ing down on a specific asst_nption. Although thas would be a statistical

approach, I am not sure how this _uld affect the accounting for it, since I

doubt you could put in three numbers for the s_e liability.

MR. LESLIE LO_4_hNN: It see_s that there is some desir_bility of expressing

the costs of doing business as a fairly constant percentage of the price

that one gets on the output. We strayed rather dramatically away from that

on the pension side, and I for one would like to see us stick as close as

possible to it on the other post_nployment benefits questaon. It seems that

where there is no formula to base an accrual of other post_ployment

benefits, a projected benefit method or cost accrual n%ethod would be the

most appropriate method, especially one which allocated that cost as a

percentage of salary which usually can be expressed fairly nicely as a

percentage of the cost of output. If we stray from percentage of salary

allocations, we are going to find ourselves getting deeper and deeper into

this funny asset/liability balancing mode that we are currently in on the

pension side.

MR. I/A_9%S: I think the desire to keep costs as a level percentage of the

sales proceeds or the proceeds of selling the output might be n_ore

appropriately attributed to the m_nagement of the business than to say that

that is an accounting objective. The objective of accounting is to measure

the costs that are incurred, rather than to have a preordained result that

says cost should be. a level percentage of sales. This is great if it co_es

out that way, but we are supposed to be measuring whether it turns out that

w_y_ not designating that that is implicit or inherent in the systen% that we

have set up. Where you have a cost that is incurred in an _adefinable way

or in a way over a period of time that is not precisely determinable,

accounting frequently reverts to use of what we call an allocation; and in

that case; it is typical to allocate something on what is called a

systematic and rational basis; and a level percentage of output would

qualify for that.

MR. IOHMAI_q: I appreciate that point, but at the same time, from the life

insurance c_ny side, that principle was one of the major motivating

forces on the whole CgIAP expensing the deferred premi_ policy question cost

element_ and again; I would like to look for some consistency.

MR. CA_REY: I agree with Mr. Lo.hmann. If there are not any real changes

from year to year, I find it hard to understand why the costs should change

year to year just because of measurement technique. In the absence of

changes in the benefits that you have provided or else your ass_hions

being just grossly off_ I do not understand why the relatively same cost

cannot be accrued from year to year. I think that it would provide the
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objective that the aecount[ng profession is looking for in accruing these
costs during the employee's %Drking lifetime without introducing the
volatility that measurement clnanges are perhaps llkely to introduce_.

MR. LESLIE STRASSBERG: Has any thought been given to the ramifications of
the FASB position here on a collective bargaining process. _s you know.
contributions to collectively bargained health and welfare funds are set at
the bargaining table, and the _SB's insistence on employer liabillty in
this area would have soae interference with this process, especiaily if
federal legislation would be enacted requiring advanced funding of these
obligations. So my questions is whether any thought has been given to the
30 or so million employees in the United States covered by collectively
bargained health and welfare funds.

MR. I//CAS: We have considers] and discussed the potential impact of an
accounting change on collective bargaining in a generai sense. We are
convinced that recognizing costs that have really been incurred will be
beneficial overall and that the Board would be straying from its mandate if
it essentially accepted an argument that says we ought to hide these costs
because if we have to report them; it will change the decisions that people
are making. I think that applies perhaps in this area even more than it
does in pensions_ just because the accounting in this area _y be further
from something realistic than in pensions.

MR. GAYLEN L%RSON*: I just want to _ake a conn_nt. The question on life
insurance - Tim did not really respond to that_ but I think the point is
that what you are trying to measure there is the profitability of a life
insurance product over the period that the r[sk is occurring, and I think it
[s a different accounting issue than the subject of today's discussions. So
I do not really see the relevance personally.

MR. <K_EY: One question I would like to ask Doug. We were talking about
materiality, and I believe Hewitt Associates has done a study on liability
for retirees as a cost per active employee. Possibly you could share a
couple of the numbers with us.

MR. CAREY: I would be happy to. As Craig mentioned_ we have just completed
a study based q0on an average situation. _or example, if you assume that
health care information is 9% annually and use a 9% discount rate which, as
you all know_ m_kes the work very easy to do_ and you also take into account
the average benefit levels identified earlier as being the 50th percentile
and you have demongraphics of one retiree for every seven actives_ you are
currently paying about $I,090 per retiree_ which translates into $140 per
active employee for this plan. On an O_inion 8 type basis; it could easily
result in costs in the thousand dollar bracket level; which is about seven
or eight times what it is currently. Preliminary Views methodology yields
costs substantially higher than that. Increasing the inflation rate by 3%
to 12% typically would double the accrual costs. Obviously, it does not
have any effect on the pay-as-you-go costs immediately. _Iso_ decreasing
the nt_ber of actives per retiree increases the costs much more on a
pay-as-you-go basis than an accrued basis because you are taking the same
cost and spreading it over a fewer number of people.

*Mr. [arson, not a member of the Society_ is Group V%ce President and

Controller of Household International in Prospect Heights, Illinois.
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MR. BECKER: A question for Mr. Carey. What would you want to do with

respect to future deductibles in a carve-out plan? It seems to be

unreasonable to assune lots of inflation with an employer deductible not

being increased at some point.

_MR. CARE"f: Well, I think you have the same problem there that you have in

any kind of specific dollar prcmise. That is the same problem that you

have, although of an opposite nature, in a dollar times service pension

plan. Maybe Tim had better address that, but I think that if you promise

the employee that you are going to pay _Ii benefits in excess of $I00, and

that is a specific written prc_ise, 1%_9uld find it hard to argue that you

ought to build the cost based upon an automatic escalation of that
deductible. An automatic escalation of a deductible would be a decline in

the promise.

MR. MIC_IAEL SYDIASKE: I have questions for both Mr. Carey and Mr. Lucas.

First, on the projection of costs, I think our firm in New York now is

getting towards projecting increases for everyone that go up with age as

wall as secular trends. In other words, somebody age 62 this year will have

his cost go up by whatever age produces for him as well as secular trends.

_Fo 9% interest, 9% secular trend would still be a hard calculation to do in

a way. I think following up on Murray's question, the whole retiree medical

issue gets much more complicated if we do not have a written plan, and it

seems to be very complicated to say that we are going to assume or we are

not going to assume that deductibles are going to increase and co-insurance

is going to stay the same. We are also not going to believe an _n_ployer if

he tells us that he only covers people who retired before 1987. And a third

employer perhaps has a policy that he is going to charge retirees for the

cost of medical coverage beginning in 1988. There are a lot of pseudo-plan

provisions an employer can pat into a retiree medical plan with little or no

regulations and little or no way to keep track of just whether he is going

to do it or not, and I think that is a question of just what do we value

when wa go to value a medical plan?

MR. CARE%[- If the _ployer's intention is to increase benefits, ! guess in

my heart I feel that you ought to build that in. On the other hand, there

is the issue as to just what is the specific promise. As an example, if

benefits are defined in terms of specific dollar amounts or employee

contributions are defined as a specific percent of cost, I think there is

good justification for taking those limitations into account. When manage-

ment increases the benefits, then there is a cost increase associated with

that benefit increase that is incurred at that time.

MR. I/JC3KS: What you are really getting at is a much broader question;

trying to separ._te the substance of an obligation frown the legal form of a

piece of paper that documents it. That is always a difficult area. There

is nothing unique about that in this case. Maybe it is more difficult

because of the ccrnplexity involved and because perhaps the materiality that

creates greater incentives to do that sort of thing. Certainly we have the

same kind of suggestions in the pensions area,r where it is suggested that;

for example, people will put together a plan that is going to cover

salaries, but only salaries up through 19B7, and in 19_6 they move that to

1990, and so forth. There are a lot of those schemes that can be put

together. Schemes, incidentally, is the English word for pension plan, and

there is no derogatory connotation.
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In concept_ the accounting would like to follc_ the substance of the

obligation rather than its form. In practice, our ability to do that is

somewhat limited. Where the form and the substance are very different, we_

are likely to have s_ne accounting probl_as. _ne of the thinqs that we_

might suggest would be additional disclosures, in terms of what are the

terms of the plan, so that the user who is going to study it in detail can

figure out what is ha npening, and in my mind at least, it would also suggest

a relatively rapid &_ortization of the cost of the plan changes so that in

the year when they do make the change, we have a relatively rapid reflection

of that change in the s_at_nents, but there is no simple overriding all-

curing answer to that probl_n.

.KiR, B_C_<ER: Just n res_L_onse to your c<_a_ent. The e_ployer in his plan is

really not sayinq 1%_a going to pay I00% of the expenses in excess of $100.

What _ne employer is saying if you are retir_ is that we will pay the

difference between ou]_ plan for active e_nployees and what Medicare

reLnlburses. Right n_,¢, most <)f our c]ients are intensively revie_.ng thei:l:_

plan for active eml?]oyees, =_,n_ there se_s to 'De a strong movement towards

raising deductlbles and doing other cost cont_!lining features. C/he ,_ould

think d%at if _e are goin7 to _ projecting any degree ,of significant

information, the tre_i _hich already exists Jn active plans _rould h_

continued and not p_ly _at the oresent plaxl r!_o_says, bl.]tto .p_,?' t?_e

difference between nhe ;_ctive employees ac/] r'etir_] e_f!_oyees.

MR. CAREY: I would thin}_ that 9n _np].oyer that expresses a promise that way

would be in a much better _gsition to do that than to express it in ternzs of

a dollar amount.

MR. BEIN: Mr. Lucas, on the same point, what reaction do you have to an

approach that would cause the _nployer to recognize the current propor-

tionate share of medical plan costs for a postretir_nent death benefit cost

as the thing that we will project into the future. That is, that we will

always keep the s_me proportionate onployer cost as we move all the costs

added to the future.

MR. LUCAS: Employer cost proportionate to what?

MR. BEIN: To the total cost. So if the c_nployer is now paying 60% of the

total cost of the plan because, in the case of a medical plan, there are

certain deductibles and co-insurance features, we would implicitly

expect the es_ployer to maintain that level sharing of cost. "What do you

think of that approach?

MR. LUCKS: Would the plan be written in such a way that the terms would say

something other than we are going to pay 60%? If the plan terms say we are

going to p_y 60%, then that is exactly what I would project.

MR. BEIN: No, I would think tJ%at we_ would have to rely on substance rather

than the form to follow your crm_ent.

MR. LUCKS: _t this stage, at least in the other benefits area, I would not

be at all surprised if the final standard would allow some room for relying

on the substance over the form, recognizing that on some occasions when we

have done that, we have gotten _o_e strange substances and that has led to

pressure for more carefully defined requirements.
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MR. SYDLASKE_: I have a question for _ob Bein. I have a client that has an

unwritten policy that he will pay 2/3 of the cost, but he has never done it

yet. He is always aiming at paying 2/3, but he seems to be paying 75% to

85% of the cost year by year, and he hopes one day to get down to .9./3.

MR. BEIN: I think my response is that the substance of that client is that

he pays 75%.

MR. CHARLES WALLS: Picking up Murray' s very first question, there are

several places where there are pronises of future salaries and cost-of-

liv_ig, for instance. Leaving aside the question of materiality, would

these be thought to be subject of .maybe leveling out in some fashion? For

instance_ contracts where you have written into a labor contract a 2%. 3% or

4% annual rise in wages and a cost-of-living of a few cents fo_ a pe_rcentage

increase in the cost-of-living index.

MR. LUCAS: Generally, they are not leveled. Gener_lly, they are looked at

as a n_ethod of determining the salary level or wage Level for each

particular year as it comes up. If, on the other hand, and this would be an

unusual contract and that is why it does not ccxne up in an accounting

context, you have a labor contract that ran for five years and it specified

that at the end of the five years, the salaries for all five years %_re

going to be retroactively adjusted to be a certain percentage of the sales

price of whatever they are selling, or to some other indexed amount. In

that situation, which I have not encountered in practice, I would think that

the salary for the first year would best be recorded based on an estieate of

what that index was going to show. In other words, based on an estimate of

what you are ultimately going to pay, under the terms of the contract for

the salary in year one. It is the retroactive catch-up notion that really

differentiates some of these index contracts from the kind of contracts you

mentioned.

_MR. WAI/_q: Well, that could be true in sone bonus arrangements, _ and you

would wish to account for bonuses that were deferred for some period of

time.

MR. LUCAS: General practice would be to atter_pt to account for those as

they are earned.

MR. OLNEY: I would like to close this session by saying apparently there ts

something out there _eat is not triviaL. _mostretirement medical costs

appear to be material to almost all e_ployers. _However, the measurement of

this animal, whatever the size of it, is going to give us actuaries some

difficulty in ccn_ing up with reasonable assumptions. I would like to thank

the panelists for their views and the audience for their good questions.




